Host selection by *Platypus quercivorus* (Murayama) (Coleoptera: Platypodidae) before and after flying to trees
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Abstract

The ambrosia beetle *Platypus quercivorus* causes mass mortality of fagaceous trees throughout Japan. Previous studies demonstrated low levels of *P. quercivorus* attack on both thinner trees and re-attacked trees with previous infection history. To determine the causes of the low levels of attack on these trees, the patterns of attack by *P. quercivorus* were investigated in 35 *Quercus crispula* trees for two consecutive years. Logistic regression analysis indicated a significant positive effect of tree size on the probability of male beetle flying to trees, although previous infection history was not selected as an explanatory variable in the model. Tree size and previous infection history exhibited significant positive and negative effects, respectively, when both were selected as explanatory variables in a model predicting the probability of male beetle boring holes in trees. These results suggest that *P. quercivorus* disregards thinner trees, and flies away from trees with previous infection history after approaching.
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INTRODUCTION

The mass mortality of fagaceous trees in Japanese forests has recently become a serious problem (Ito and Yamada, 1998; Kobayashi and Ueda, 2005). The Japanese oak, *Quercus crispula*, is strongly affected by disease-driven mass mortalities on Honshu Island, Japan (Shiomi and Osaki, 1997; Nishigaki et al., 1998). The disease is caused by the ambrosia beetle, *Platypus quercivorus* (Murayama) (Coleoptera: Platypodidae), which attacks apparently healthy trees and transports a pathogenic fungus, *Raffaelea quercivora*, from tree to tree (Ito et al., 1998; Saito et al., 2001; Kubono and Ito, 2002; Kinuura and Kobayashi, 2006). Tree species vary in mortality rate when attacked by *P. quercivorus*. For example, *Q. serrata* exhibits lower susceptibility to the disease than *Q. crispula* (Shiomi and Osaki, 1997; Inoue et al., 2000; Kobayashi and Hagita, 2000; Kobayashi and Shibata, 2001; Kobayashi and Ueda, 2001), probably because of active sap exudation in *Q. serrata* (Kobayashi et al., 2004). The low susceptibility of *Q. salicina* can be explained in part by the low proportion of male *P. quercivorus* that bored holes in trees after flying to them (Yamasaki et al., 2007).

Our research focused on the mechanisms driving intraspecific variation in levels of attack by *P. quercivorus*. Previous studies have demonstrated that tree size and previous infection history are factors associated with intraspecific variation in the level of attack. Thinner trees exhibited lower densities of beetle holes (Kobayashi and Shibata, 2001; Kobayashi and Ueda, 2001), and trees with previous infection history also exhibited lower densities of beetle holes than those attacked for the first time (Inoue et al., 2000; Kobayashi, 2000). These studies indicate that, at some point during the process of attack, *P. quercivorus* discriminates among host trees on the basis of size and previous infection
history; however, the specific timing of these decisions by *P. quercivorus* has not been determined. Therefore, we hypothesized that the following two potential scenarios are responsible for the low levels of attack by *P. quercivorus* on thinner trees and trees with previous infection history: (1) *P. quercivorus* selects host trees before flying to them, i.e., the beetles disregard thinner trees and/or trees with previous infection history; and (2) *P. quercivorus* selects host trees after flying to them, i.e., the beetles leave thinner trees and/or trees with previous infection history after flying to them.

To differentiate between these two hypotheses, we investigated the patterns of attack by *P. quercivorus* on 35 *Q. crispula* trees for two consecutive years. We monitored the flying activity of *P. quercivorus* to examine host selection before flying to trees (Hypothesis 1). For trees to which *P. quercivorus* flew, we estimated the density of beetle holes to investigate host selection after flying to trees (Hypothesis 2). We used a logistic regression model to predict the probability of male beetles flying to trees and the probability of male beetles boring holes in trees, using tree size and previous infection history as explanatory variables. We also discuss likely proximate causes for host selection by *P. quercivorus*.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The study was conducted in 2004–2005 at the Ashiu Forest Research Station, Field Science Education and Research Center, Kyoto University, located in the northeastern part of Kyoto Prefecture, Japan (35°18′N, 135°43′E). The research station is located at an altitude of 355–959 m, and the study was conducted in a 25×25-m study plot established on a south-facing slope of a secondary forest, at an altitude of approximately 500 m.

In June 2004, we measured the diameter at breast height (DBH; 130 cm) of all *Q. crispula* trees inside the plot and selected 35 trees with DBH over 5 cm for the study. To calculate the surface area of the trunk up to 50 cm above ground, the tree perimeters at 50 cm aboveground and at the root collar were measured for each tree at the beginning of the study. In addition, each tree was examined for any signs of attack by *P. quercivorus*, but no beetle holes were found in the 35 trees.

The patterns of attack by *P. quercivorus* on the 35 trees were followed for 2 years, from early July to late October 2004, and from late June to early November 2005. The abundance of flying populations of *P. quercivorus* was measured using sticky paper traps (Kobayashi and Hagita, 2000; Ueda and Kobayashi, 2001b). Two strips of sticky paper (4×50 cm each; Kamikiri-hoihoi, Earth Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo) were attached to opposite sides, upper and lower sides of the slope, on each tree trunk. Sticky papers were oriented longitudinally, from the ground level up to 50 cm above ground. The number of male *P. quercivorus* trapped on each strip was counted at 1-week intervals. The number of male *P. quercivorus* and the area of sticky paper were used to calculate the number of male beetles that flew to each tree per 100 cm² (number of flying male beetles, NFM) for each 1-week interval.

In the case of Platypodidae, male beetles first fly to their host trees and bore holes in them (Kirkendall, 1983); therefore, we estimated the number of male *P. quercivorus* which flew to the trees in this study, by counting male beetles trapped on each sticky sheet.

We also counted the number of beetle holes on the surface of each tree trunk, up to a height of 50 cm above ground but outside the area covered with two strips of sticky paper. Double-counting of beetle holes was avoided by using colored pushpins to mark previously counted beetle holes. The area of the observed trunk surface of each tree was calculated by assuming that the shape of the subject trunk surface was a trapezoid. The number of beetle holes and the area of the subject trunk surface were used to calculate the density of newly bored holes per 100 cm² (density of holes, DH) for each 1-week interval.

NFM and DH were assessed at 1-week intervals with the exception of the period from September to November 2005, when data were collected at 1-month intervals. For consistent figure presentation, NFM data from this period were divided by four to obtain 1-week averages.

Cumulative values of NFM for each tree were compared between years with respect to the presence or absence of beetle holes in 2004. We conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using PROC UNIVARIATE (SAS, 2004), as we could not assume normality and homogeneity of variances for these data.

Cumulative values of NFM for each tree in each
year were converted to binary data, i.e., “0” for NFM=0 and “1” for NFM>0. We used a generalized linear mixed model with a logit link function and binomial error structure to test the effects of explanatory variables on the binary NFM data. The model included tree size (DBH) and previous infection history (“0” for no infection in the previous year and “1” for infection in the previous year) as fixed effects. Data from each of the 35 trees within each year were pooled for analysis, and year was included in the model as a random effect. Analysis was conducted using PROC GLIMMIX (SAS, 2004). The variance estimate of the random effect (year) was not significantly different from zero (p = 0.4669). Thus, we repeated the logistic regression analysis using only the fixed effects to predict NFM (binary data). Two explanatory variables, DBH and previous infection history, were included in the model built by stepwise selection using PROC LOGISTIC (SAS, 2004).

For individual tree data of NFM>0 (24 trees in 2004 and 21 trees in 2005), cumulative values of DH were also converted to binary data, i.e., “0” for DH=0 and “1” for DH>0. A generalized linear mixed model with a logit link function and binomial error structure was used to test the effects of the explanatory variables on the DH (binary data). DBH and previous infection history (binary data) were included in the model as fixed effects using PROC GLIMMIX (SAS, 2004). Year was also included as a random effect, but the variance estimate was again lower than zero. Therefore, we excluded year from the factors of the model, and tested the effects of DBH and previous infection history on DH (binary data) using logistic regression analysis with stepwise selection in PROC LOGISTIC (SAS, 2004).

RESULTS

There were four fagaceous species, Castanea crenata, Q. crispula, Q. salicina and Q. serrata, in the study plot (Fig. 1), and all four species are common targets for attack by P. quercivorus (Kobayashi and Ueda, 2005). We observed P. quercivorus flying to all four tree species in 2004 and 2005 (Yamasaki and Futai, pers. observ.), although data from species other than Q. crispula are not included in this paper.

Six trees that experienced both flying male beetles and beetle holes in 2004 died in either 2004 (Trees 2, 4, 21, 23, and 35) or 2005 (Tree 19) (Fig. 2). Flying male beetles were observed for a period of 1–2 months, with a clear peak during the middle of this period (Fig. 2). The abundance of flying male beetles and beetle holes in these trees was very small in 2005 compared with 2004 (Fig. 2). In addition, beetle holes were not observed in these trees in 2005, with the exception of Tree 19, which survived 2004 but died in 2005 (Fig. 2).

Ten trees that experienced both flying male beetles and beetle holes in 2004 survived until the end of 2005 (Fig. 3). Changes in NFM in 2004 (Fig. 3) were similar to patterns for the six dead trees (Fig. 2); i.e., we observed an intensive attack for 1–2 months with a clear peak during the middle of this period. The abundance of NFM on these trees was very small in 2005 compared with 2004 (Fig. 2). In addition, beetle holes were not observed in these trees in 2005, with the exception of Tree 19, which survived 2004 but died in 2005 (Fig. 2).

Ten trees that experienced both flying male beetles and beetle holes in 2004 survived until the end of 2005 (Fig. 3). Changes in NFM in 2004 (Fig. 3) were similar to patterns for the six dead trees (Fig. 2); i.e., we observed an intensive attack for 1–2 months with a clear peak during the middle of this period. The abundance of NFM on these trees was very small in 2005 compared with 2004 (Fig. 3). In 2005, no male P. quercivorus was captured by sticky paper traps on Trees 1 and 33 (Fig. 3), and no beetle holes were observed in any of the 10 trees (Fig. 3).

We observed a significant decrease in the annual total of NFM from 2004 to 2005 on the 16 trees (Figs. 2 and 3) bored by male P. quercivorus in
Fig. 2. Changes in the number of flying male Platypus quercivorus per 100 cm² (black bars) and the density of beetle holes per 100 cm² (open circles or small dots connected with solid lines) observed in six Quercus crispula trees that died in 2004 or 2005. Cumulative values of hole density over 2 years (2004 and 2005) are shown. Data for dates with increasing hole density are expressed as open circles; unchanged data are expressed as small dots. Numbers in each graph show individual tree numbers, and data in parentheses show the diameter of each tree at 130 cm aboveground (DBH). Triangles on x-axis show the dates on which flying male beetles were observed for the first time each year.

Fig. 3. Changes in the number of flying male Platypus quercivorus per 100 cm² (black bars) and the density of beetle holes per 100 cm² (open circles or small dots connected with solid lines) observed on Quercus crispula. Data are presented for 10 trees that exhibited beetle holes in 2004. Cumulative values of hole density over 2 years (2004 and 2005) are shown. Data for dates with increasing hole density are expressed as open circles; unchanged data are expressed as small dots. Numbers in each graph show individual tree numbers, and data in parentheses show the diameter of each tree at 130 cm aboveground (DBH). Triangles on the x-axis show the dates on which flying male beetles were observed for the first time each year.
2004 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, \( p < 0.0001 \)).

Nine trees were visited by flying male beetles but exhibited no beetle holes in 2004 (Fig. 4). Three of the nine trees suffered intensive attacks by male *P. quercivorus* in 2005 (Trees 6, 15, and 16; Fig. 4) but survived until the end of 2005. We observed clear peaks in NFM on these three trees in late August, and DH increased during this period (Fig. 4); however, final values of DH were not as high as those on trees bored by male *P. quercivorus* in 2004 (Figs. 2 and 3).

Ten trees did not suffer from either flying male beetles or beetle holes in 2004. Of these 10 trees, eight (Trees 7, 9, 13, 17, 28, 29, 30, and 31 with 9.3, 6.0, 14.7, 7.7, 7.1, 14.1, 9.5, and 9.3 cm in DBH, respectively) also did not experience flying male beetles and beetle holes in 2005. Changes in NFM and DH on the other two trees (Trees 8 and 18), to which male *P. quercivorus* flew in 2005, are shown in Fig. 5. Tree 8 also had beetle holes in 2005 (Fig. 5). A clear peak in NFM and an increasing DH were observed for Tree 8 in late July (Fig. 5).

There was no significant change in the annual total of NFM from 2004 to 2005 in the 19 trees (Figs. 2 and 3) that were not bored by male *P. quercivorus* in 2004 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, \( p = 0.3291 \)).

Logistic regression analysis revealed a significant positive effect of DBH on the probability of male beetles flying to trees (odds ratio = 1.207, \( p = 0.0040 \)). Previous infection history was not selected as an explanatory variable of the model. According to the logistic regression model, the probability of male beetle flying to trees was >50% when DBH was >9.0 cm (Fig. 6); in other words, for trees under 9.0 cm in DBH, the probability of male beetles not flying to them was higher than that of male beetles flying to them.

In the logistic regression model predicting the
probability of male beetles boring holes in trees, both DBH and previous infection history were selected as explanatory variables. DBH and previous infection history exhibited significant positive (odds ratio \(1.395, p=0.0054\)) and negative (odds ratio \(0.012, p=0.0013\)) effects, respectively, on the probability of male beetles boring holes in trees. The probability of male beetles boring holes in trees was \(50\%\) when DBH was \(11.2\) cm for trees with no infection history (Fig. 7). In contrast, for trees with previous infection history, the probability of male beetles boring holes was \(50\%\) when DBH was \(24.6\) cm (Fig. 7).

**DISCUSSION**

**Effects of DBH**

Logistic regression analysis demonstrated that the probability of male beetles flying to trees significantly increased with increases in DBH (Fig. 6). DBH also had a significant positive effect on the probability of male beetles boring holes in trees, both DBH and previous infection history were selected as explanatory variables. DBH and previous infection history exhibited significant positive (odds ratio \(1.395, p=0.0054\)) and negative (odds ratio \(0.012, p=0.0013\)) effects, respectively, on the probability of male beetles boring holes in trees. The probability of male beetles boring holes in trees was \(50\%\) when DBH was \(11.2\) cm for trees with no infection history (Fig. 7). In contrast, for trees with previous infection history, the probability of male beetles boring holes was \(50\%\) when DBH was \(24.6\) cm (Fig. 7).
curred with >50% probability when DBH was >9.0 cm (Fig. 6). In addition, male beetles boring holes in trees occurred with >50% probability when DBH was >11.2 cm for trees with no infection history (Fig. 7). Both DBH threshold values are similar to previously observed minimum values of DBH for trees with beetle holes (Sueyoshi and Taniguchi, 1990; Sato et al., 1992; Soné et al., 1995; Shiomi and Osaki, 1997).

**Effects of previous infection history**

The 2-year observation of NFM and DH on *Q. crispula* trees revealed that trees with previous infection history experienced minimal flying activity of male *P. quercivorus*. Regardless of whether trees survived attacks by *P. quercivorus*, trees with previous infection history suffered very low levels of attack by beetles in the following year (Figs. 2 and 3). We observed a significant decrease in NFM from 2004 to 2005 on trees bored by male *P. quercivorus* in 2004 (Figs. 2 and 3). In addition to the small NFM, beetle holes were not observed in trees with previous infection history in 2005, with the exception of tree 19, which died in 2005 (Figs. 2 and 3). In 2005, intensive attacks by *P. quercivorus* were observed on four trees (Trees 6, 8, 15, and 16) that did not exhibit beetle holes in 2004 (Figs. 4 and 5). In addition, there were no significant changes in NFM from 2004 to 2005 on trees that were not bored by male *P. quercivorus* in 2004 (Figs. 4 and 5). Logistic regression analysis indicated that previous infection history negatively affected the probability of male beetles boring holes in trees (Fig. 7); however, previous infection history was not selected as an explanatory variable in the model predicting the probability of male beetles flying to trees.

These results suggest that, after male *P. quercivorus* flew to trees with previous infection history (which occurred with low probability), they flew away from those trees without boring holes. Thus, the low susceptibility of *Q. crispula* with previous infection history is likely caused by the decision by male *P. quercivorus* not to bore holes after flying to trees. Previous studies observed holes newly bored by *P. quercivorus* in trees that had survived attacks by the beetles in the previous year (Mori et al., 1995; Inoue et al., 2000; Kobayashi, 2000; Urano, 2000). In this study, however, no newly bored holes were observed in 2005 in trees that had survived attacks by *P. quercivorus* in 2004, irrespective of the density of 2004 holes (Fig. 3). This difference could be explained by the forest condition in this study. In this research station, boring activity of *P. quercivorus* began to be observed in 2004, and many fagaceous trees may have remained uninfected by the beetles in 2005; therefore, it is probable that *P. quercivorus* showed a marked preference for uninfected trees. The fact that four trees (Trees 6, 8, 15 and 16; Figs. 4 and 5), in which many holes newly bored by male *P. quercivorus* were observed in 2005, were uninfected in 2004 supports this idea.

**Proximate causes for host selection**

Thinner trees may not be heavily attacked by *P. quercivorus* because of resource constraints for constructing long galleries necessary for successful reproduction (Hijii et al., 1991). During their long coexistence with host trees, *P. quercivorus* may have been selected to avoid thinner trees with narrow spaces. Our results also suggest that *P. quercivorus* disregards thinner trees; therefore, space constraints for gallery construction are a likely ultimate, rather than proximate, cause of host selection by *P. quercivorus*.

In conifer bark beetles, visual (Campbell and Borden, 2006) and olfactory cues (e.g., tree volatiles) (Zhang and Schlyter, 2004) were proposed as proximate causes for their host selection. Previous field studies reported an increase in the number of *Dendroctonus pseudotsugae* beetles attracted to pheromone-baited traps when the volatiles of their own host trees were used as the kiromone (Pureswaran and Borden, 2005). Furthermore, Byers et al. (2004) reported a significant reduction in the number of *Pityogenes bidentatus* beetles attracted to pheromone-baited traps when the volatiles of non-host trees were used as the kiromone. Thus, tree volatiles of non-host trees may serve as chemical repellents in some cases of host selection by bark beetles.

We hypothesize that *P. quercivorus* selects thick trees that emit certain types of chemicals. *Platypus quercivorus* engages in chemical communication among conspecifics, and aggregation pheromones are used in mass attacks on trees (Ueda and Kobayashi, 2001a; Kashiwagi et al., 2006; Tokoro et al., 2007). Chemical cues from the host trees to *P. quercivorus* may also exist, which may help the
beetles to select their own host trees. Moreover, our observations of *P. quercivorus* leaving after flying to trees with previous infection history indicated that the beetles can distinguish them from trees with no infection history, prior to boring holes. This behavior may be driven by repellent chemicals emitted from the host trees and/or conspecifics. Further research into the response of *P. quercivorus* to volatiles emitted from their own host trees of various sizes and of various infection histories is thus needed.
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